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Wednesday, June 8,1977

By Bishop Joseph L Hogan

on Religious Life Today
Two notions about religious life strik^ very
responsive chords in our society today: common l i f e - w i t h its notion of mutual responsibility and sharingand simplicity, a kind of detachment from all the
status symbols which the seventies are tending to
satirize.

We used to speak of the vows
of
poverty,
chastity! and
obedience and there was a
pretty clear image in our minds
about each vow. Poverty meant
owning nothing and yet having
most material needs sufficiently
filled; chastity meant having
almost
no
contact
with
members of the opposite sex
and taking on the world as
" f a m i l y " ; obediehce
meant
going where you were sent and doing what you were
told. We saw heroic men and women living out long,
useful, happy lives within the framework of those
vows. Granted, unless they were relatives, we
probably didn't know them well — and even with
relatives, whole areas of their lives were as shrouded
with mystery as their bodies were shrouded in yards of
"the habit." Somehow even the mystery was attractive to Catholics; nuns and religious priests and
brothers were somehow special to the Catholic
Church and its membership. American Catholics
especially were extravagantly generous in their
support.

Vatican 11 changed many aspects of the Church and
perhaps never so dramatically as in religious life. All
the outer signs - those habits, the "cloister," the
mystery - were looked at afresh, and in many instances were set aside. Many Catholics feel it was a
great mistake and that the large numbers of religious
who left their orders are proof of it.

within the context of religious kindness and sympathy
in a culture which emphasizes sexual relationships
almost exclusively.

Obedience's new form is accountability; a common
life shared by adults requires an open exchange
regarding the appearances, the effects and the
motives of one's conduct. Living together requires
It is my observation, that, dramatic as the changes consideration; group living requires a fine balance
seem, the reality of the religious life, at a most between the individual's needs and the group's
profound level and in its best examples, remains purpose or commitments. The sensitive adjustment to
or discernment of that balance now largely replaces
unchanged.
the superior — subject relationship of former days.
Many religious have told me that the older form was
Poverty for most religious today, at least in often less complicated and more efficient than
America, is a conscious choice of a simple, non- today's. Obedience today is not that of a child, nor of
acquisitive, non-social status which seeks to provide a a soldier; it is more the familial relationship one often
countersign for God's people. And with each passing se£s between husband and wife, wherein each tries to
year, as the media bring world poverty closer to us, as modify his or her plans and actions - because of the
more religious commit themselves to our own urban love that exists - to accommodate the other.
poor, the actual condition of being poor is becoming
more of an ideal among religious. Moreover, the
So we see that there is much that is the same, even
stewardship of community resources - with fewer though much is different. The Church called religious
active members and many retired - is a new and to change; she looks to them to apply the Gospel
serious discipline and burden shared by all religious.
values of simplicity and sharing in new and special
Chastity is the new awareness that religious now
mingle freely at all levels with other adults; socially
and professionally, the religious,who traditionally
dealt with young people and only indirectly with their
parents and other staff in the schools or other institutions, now find themselves with almost total
freedom of social exchange. This places a great
burden on the individual to regulate these contacts

ways. They are a unique dimension in our Church and
the Diocese of Rochester is especially blessed with a
great diversity of men and women religious Teaching,
health services, social service, missionary work,
retreat centers and the contemplative life of praver
are all represented within the Diocese, bach group
gives public witness to God's primacy in our lives and
rejoices in and supports the work of the others Let us
support them with our prayers and loving concern

Vatican Affirms First Confession Rule
Following is the text of the letter, On First
Confession and First Communion, issued March 31
and released May 19 by the Vatican Congregation for
the Sacraments and Divine Worship and Congregation
for the Clergy:
Even though the declaration Sanctus Pontifex
was published on May 24, 1973, by both the Sacred
Congregations for the Discipline of the Sacraments
and for the Clergy (cf. AAS 65,1973, 410), nonetheless,
in some parts of the Church and in some catechetical
centers, dissension and doubts still remain about the
ecclesiastical discipline which regards children's
receiving the sacrament of penance before they
receive their first Communion.

Many inquiries and requests have come to this

begins to reason, i.e., around the seventh year, either
before or after. From that time begins the obligation
of satisfying both the precept of confession and of
Communion." (Note; It is not necessary to add that
the strict obligation of confession should be understood according tp the traditional doctrine of the
Church.)
That confession should precede Communion is
clear from the order in which these two sacraments
are named in the decree, as well as from the fact that
the disapproved abuses regarded not the admission to
confession but rather, admission to Holy Communion.
The need for safeguarding and protecting worthy
participation in the Eucharist has compelled the

Church to introduce a norm in her discipline a(nd

Apostolic See from bishops, from priests, and from . pastoral practice that confession should precede
parents. An apostolic religious institute which Communion and in this way the right of the faithful; —
-exercises its ministry in many countries posed the both of adults- and children — to receive the
question explicitly whether, after the promulgation of sacrament of reconciliation is recognized.
the declaration, it was allowed, "as a general rule," to
receive First Communion without previous confession
Moreover, St. Paul's admonition (cf. I Cor. XI, ;28)
in those parishes in which this had become common truly establishes a directing norm which regards e^en
practice.
children. Therefore these also, before receiving the
Holy Eucharist, should examine themselves. But often
Moreover, recent information gathered by the the child is not able to examine his conscience clearly
Congregation for the Sacraments and Divine Worship and surely by himself. This will be done more easily
has proved the need of inculcating the Church's and safely if he avails himself of the help of a priest
norms regarding these questions as well as the oc- confessor. In fact there are many children who feel
casion for explaining once again, and thus answering a troubled by small and unimportant things while there
felt need, the mind and force of this declaration. This are others who ignore and pass over more serious
is done by giving an official reply to the question, faults.
which the religious institute had proposed (cf. appendix).
The precept of canon 854 of the Code of Canon
Law in which the judgment about the sufficient
It is certainly not necessary to explain the reason disposition for first Communion belongs to the prjiest
for publishing the decree since all realize what grave could not be observed if the child did not gd to
disturbance was created by some opinions based on confession before Communion.
psychological and pedagogical reasons, by which the
traditional doctrine of the Church was almost
In this matter one must also keep in mind that
overturned. However, one must keep in mind that, many fine pastors have learned from their
while before the decree, Quam Singulari (cf. AAS II catechetical and ministerial experience the great
Vol., p. 579), according to common opinion, children usefulness and saving power which their first conwho reached a certain age could be admitted to fession has in the life of children if it is carefully
confession, but not to receive Communion, now on prepared, properly adapted to their age and their
the other hand, it is affirmed that children could go to capacity to perceive spiritual things and carefully
Communion, but that it is not fitting to make con- administered.
fession precede this sacrament.
When he arrives at the age of discretion, the child
Already according to the decree, Quam Singulari, has the right, in the Church, to receive both
the origin of that regrettable custom was seen in not sacraments. It would be an absurd and unjust
having defined the age of discretion for receiving the discrimination and a violation of his conscience if he
sacraments: "The abuses which we censure spring were prepared for and admitted only to Holy Comfrom this, that the age of discretion was not properly munion. It is not enough to say that children have the
or correctly defined and that some assign one age for right to go to confession if this right remains pracconfession, and another for the Eucharist." For this tically ignored.
reason in n. 1 of the section of the decree that lays
i
down dispositions, it is decreed that there is only one
When children are sufficiently instructed and are
age for these sacraments and that when it is reached, aware of the special nature of these two sacraments,
the obligation, begins of receiving both according to it will not be difficult for them to go first to! the
the designated order, i.e., confession before Com- sacrament of reconciliation which — in a simple; but
munion.
iundamental way — arouses in them the awareness of
moral good and evil and aids them to bring a more
"The age of discretion both for confession and mature disposition to their happy meeting with Christ.
for the Communion is the age in which the child The basic persuasion about the need of the" greatest
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purity for receiving the Eucharist worthily, if
prudently instilled in children right from the time of
their first Communion, will accompany them for the
rest of their lives and will lead to a greater esteem for,
and a more frequent use of, the sacrament of
reconciliation.
The Roman Pontiff taught this in the letter he
wrote through the secretary of state on the occasion
of the 26th Liturgical Week celebrated in Florence
"The Holy Father gives special consideration to the
confession of children and, especially the first confession, which should always precede their first
Communion, even if they are fittingly separated by a
period of time. For from that early age, should begin
the preaching of penance which offers a more fervent
foundation later on for living faith both in receiving
the sacrament as well as in giving proper direction to
one's Christian life."
It can be observed that in many nations particular conditions of society and culture are not a
legitimate reason for establishing a different
discipline. Human nature is essentially the same
everywhere and the goals of spiritual perfection,
which belong to the sacrament, are proposed equally
to everyone And indeed, children, in whatever c ircumstances of society and culture they live, if,they
can receive the Eucharist in a consc IOUS way suitable
for their age, can also have an equal awareness ot sin
and ask God's pardon in confession
Finally, one must remember that the great
renewal and greater vigor of the sacrament ot
penance which is so necessary today and so desired
by pastors in the universal Church, cannot come
about unless it has its foundation and principle in the
careful and fruitful preparation and reception ot the
sacraments of Christian initiation
We are happy to take this occasion to profess
ourselves with sentiments of esteem
Devotedly Yours,
Cardinal James Knox
Cardinal John Wright
The following note was issued with the letter:
To the doubt proposed: "Whether it is allowed
after the declaration of May 24, 197$, to continue to
have, as a general rule, the reception of first Com
munion precede the reception of the sacrament ot
penance in those parishes in which this practice
developed in the past few years."
The Sacred Congregations for the Sacraments
and Divine Worship and for the Clergy, with the
approval of the Supreme Pontiff, reply Negative and
according to the mind of the declaration.
The mind of the declaration is that one year atiei
the promulgation of the same declaration, all e\
penments of receiving tirst Communion without the
sacrament of penance should cease so that the
discipline of the Church might be restored, in the
spirit of the decree, Quam Singulari

